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Oxygen is indispensable for all aerobic organisms and has become one of the most widely used
therapeutic agents. Currently, oxygen not only is applied in the treatment of diseases, but becomes a
modality for the prevention of some diseases. Hyperoxia preconditioning with normobaric or hyperbaric
oxygen has been found to be protective in some diseases in several animal models and clinical trials.
Currently, investigators pay increasing attention to the application of hyperoxia preconditioning in the
prevention of common neurological diseases, and encouraging effectiveness has been achieved. In the
present short review, we briefly described the development, application and mechanisms of hyperoxia
preconditioning in the neurology, and the issues in future application of hyperoxia preconditioning were
also proposed.
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Introduction
Oxygen is indispensable for all aerobic organisms. To

date, oxygen has been one of the most widely used

therapeutic agents. In the true sense of the word, it is

a drug with specific biochemical and physiologic

functions, a distinct range of effective doses, and well-

defined adverse effects at high doses.1

In almost all diseases resulting from tissue hypoxia,

administration of oxygen in either normobaric or

hyperbaric environment is feasible. Actually, oxygen

has been applied in the treatment of a variety of

diseases in clinical practice although the first applica-

tion of oxygen as a therapeutic strategy is not

known.2 A critical mechanism of oxygen treatment

is attributed to its ability to increase the oxygen

content in the blood and subsequent elevation of

oxygen supply to hypoxic tissues. Of course, the

beneficial effects of oxygen treatment are exerted via

numerous mechanisms including the improvements

of hemodynamics, energy metabolism, inflammation,

delayed cell death, vascular permeability, etc.3

With the progression of medicine, disease preven-

tion is introduced. Generally, prevention includes a

wide range of activities, known as ‘interventions’ and

can be grouped into three categories. Primary preven-

tion is to protect healthy people from developing a

disease or experiencing an injury in the first place;

secondary prevention is usually done after an illness or

serious risk factors have already been diagnosed;

tertiary prevention focuses on helping people manage

complicated, long-term health problems aiming to

prevent further physical deterioration and maximize

quality of life.4 Primary prevention is preferred for the

majority of subjects and can be achieved in a variety of

ways, such as preventing environmental exposures,

improving human resistance to diseases, or education

to diminish risk-taking behaviors. Of course, preven-

tion of detrimental consequence of surgery or other

treatments has also been investigated.5

To date, preconditioning has been introduced as a

strategy for the prevention of diseases or alleviation

of disease severity. Preconditioning is a process by

which an organism’s exposure to a stress/stimulus

allows it be more resilient against subsequent fatal

stimulus. Currently, a large number of strategies

have been developed for preconditioning such as

lipopolysaccharide,6 heat,7 seizure,8 hypoxia,9 and

hyperoxia [especially hyperbaric oxygen (HBO)].10,11

In this review, we described the mechanisms and

application of hyperoxia preconditioning in neurol-

ogy and its potential mechanisms.

Development of Preconditioning
In 1964, Dahl and Balfour12 found that rats subjected

to a brief anoxia could survive 90 seconds in a second
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anoxia, compared to a 60-second survival time of

control animals. In this study, they speculated that

energy metabolism played an important role in

prolonging the survival time. This effect was later

confirmed in adult brain slices with pre-exposure to a

short (5 minutes) anoxic episode which could re-

cover from a subsequent, longer anoxic insult.13 In

1982, Geft et al.14 introduced brief periodic coronary

occlusions up to 18 times by inflating and deflating

the balloon for periods of 15, 10 or 5 minutes,

followed by 15-minute periods of reperfusion. Their

findings suggested that intermittent reperfusion had a

beneficial effect and could prevent necrosis, even

when total occlusion time exceeded 200 minutes. It

was not until 1986 that Murry et al.15 proposed the

concept of preconditioning and confirmed the pro-

tective effects of ischemia preconditioning on myo-

cardial ischemia (four cycles of 5 minutes occlusion/

5 minutes reperfusion). In a landmark paper of

Kitagawa et al.,16 they documented the ability of

brief bilateral carotid occlusion to protect gerbil

hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons from more

prolonged global ischemia, and these authors coined

the term ‘ischemic tolerance’ to describe this phe-

nomenon. To date, the protective effects of ische-

mic preconditioning have been confirmed in numer-

ous organs including the heart,17 brain,18 lung,19

kidney,20 and liver.21 Furthermore, not only early

ischemia preconditioning, but delayed ischemia pre-

conditioning,21,22 and not only ‘in situ’ precondition-

ing but remote ischemia preconditioning23 have been

investigated in these organs. Available evidence

consistently supports the organ-protective effects of

ischemia preconditioning.

Development of Hyperoxia Preconditioning
In 1986, Martin and Howard24 found pretreatment with

endotoxin and hyperoxia (98¡2% oxygen for 48 hours)

could reduce the inflammatory response in paraquat-

induced neutrophil alveolitis. Four years later, D’Brot

and Ahmed25 indicated that prior exposure to alveolar

hyperoxia could prevent hypoxia-induced enhancement

of bronchial reactivity to carbachol and histamine, in

which a cyclooxygenase (COX) dependent mechanism

was proposed. In 1996, a Japanese group demonstrat-

ed that repeated HBO (100% oxygen at 2 atmosphere

absolute [ATA] for 1 hour each) could increase the

tolerance of the brain against ischemic neuronal

damage, in which the induction of heat shock protein

(HSP) 72 played an important role.26 Since then, the

protective effects of hyperoxia preconditioning, espe-

cially the HBO preconditioning, have been inves-

tigated in various animal models.

Compared with hypoxic preconditioning, hyper-

oxia preconditioning (HBO and normobaric hyper-

oxia) is more safe and available in clinical practice.

To date, the neuroprotective effects of hyperoxia

have been investigated in various models, includ-

ing global ischemia,27 forebrain ischemia,28 surgical

brain injury,29 ischemia-reperfusion injury,30 neona-

tal hypoxia-ischemia,31 intracerebral hemorrhage,32

and spinal cord ischemia.33 A majority of these

studies are conducted in animals, and clinical im-

plications of hyperoxia preconditioning in human neu-

rological disease are required to be further studied.

Mechanisms Underlying the Neuroprotective
Effects of Hyperoxia Preconditioning
To date, numerous studies have been conducted to

investigate the mechanisms underlying the neuropro-

tective effects of hyperoxia preconditioning and some

potential mechanisms have been identified in different

animal models and clinical trials (Fig. 1). Although

some mechanisms were discovered in distinct studies,

there might be crosstalk among these mechanisms.

Induction of heat shock proteins
Several studies have suggested that the protective

effects of hyperbaric oxygen preconditioning are

attributed to the induction of HSPs.26,32 HSPs are a

class of functionally related proteins of which the

expressions are increased when cells are exposed to

elevated temperatures or other stresses. HSPs function

as intra-cellular chaperones for other proteins and

play an important role in the protein–protein interac-

tions such as folding and assisting in the establishment

of proper protein conformation (shape) and preven-

tion of unwanted protein aggregation. By helping to

stabilize partially unfolded proteins, HSPs aid in

Figure 1 Potential mechanisms underlying the protective

effects of hyperoxia preconditioning. Hyperoxia precondi-

tioning may induce the HIF expression or activate HIF, which

then induce the expression of its down stream genes. This is

found to attribute to the neuroprotection against subsequent

insult. In addition, following insult, the levels of HSP,

antioxidases, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),

EAAT2, and p70 S6 K are increased but the levels of ROS,

apoptosis and mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) are

reduced in the presence of hyperoxia preconditioning when

compared with those under the conditions without hyperoxia

preconditioning. However, the available findings fail to

confirm the neuroprotection of autophagy following hyper-

oxia preconditioning.
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transporting proteins across membranes within the

cells.34 Some members of HSP family are expressed at

low to moderate levels in all organisms because of their

essential role in protein maintenance. The relationship

between decreased HSP expression and hypoxia

related neurological diseases has been confirmed in a

variety of studies.35 There is evidence showing that

HSP70 overexpression can reduce ischemic injury and

protect both neurons and glial cells, which may be

attributed to the prevention of protein aggregation,

refolding of partially denatured proteins, reduction of

inflammatory responses, and inhibition of cell death

pathways.35 However, Vince et al.36 recently noted

that the benefits of HBO preconditioning might not be

due to the inducement of HSP expression in circulating

blood cells, but might involve an enhancement of

stress response. In this study, HBO was performed for

1 hour at 2.8 ATA in healthy male volunteers, which

consisted of 20-minute oxygen followed by 5-minute

air, by two cycles. We speculate that hyperoxia

exposure with this regimen seems not potent enough

to induce the stress response.

Induction of reactive oxygen species and
antioxidase expression
Exposure to HBO can generate oxidative stress,37

which has been confirmed in numerous studies. The

reactive oxygen species (ROS) are the main compo-

nents in the oxidative stress. Studies have demon-

strated that ROS of appropriate amount can act

as signal molecules or messengers playing impor-

tant roles in physiological and pathophysiological

processes.38 Mild oxidative stress (ROS) can subse-

quently activate antioxidases (increase in activities

and/or expressions) to combat with ROS-induced

damage to the DNA, proteins and lipids conferring

protective effects. Although excessive oxidative stress

can cause damage to tissues, previous findings have

shown that preconditioning with mild hyperoxia can

induce the expressions of some antioxidases (such

as catalase, superoxide dismutase and glutathione

peroxidase) producing an increased antioxidant

response,39–42 which may exert protective effect on

subsequent lethal attack.

Hyperoxia preconditioning can induce the expres-

sion of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) contributing to its

neuroprotection.32 Although HO-1 is not an antiox-

idase, its antioxidant effects arise from its capacity to

increase antioxidases43 and to degrade heme, as well

as from the elaboration of biliverdin and bilirubin,

which have potent antioxidant properties.44 The

carbon monoxide (CO), a product of HO-1, also

has an antiapoptotic effect and can improve the

endothelial function.45 Therefore, hyperoxia precon-

ditioning induced HO-1 expression represents an

important mechanism of its neuroprotection.

Induction of hypoxia-inducible factor
Intermittent exposures to hyperoxia may produce a

temporary ‘hypoxic environment’ between two hyper-

oxia exposures which may induce the expression and/

or activity of a key oxygen sensor known as hypoxia-

inducible factor (HIF).46,47 Under normoxic condi-

tion, the alpha subunits of HIF are hydroxylated at

proline residues in the presence of HIF prolyl-

hydroxylases, allowing their recognition and ubiquiti-

nation by the VHL E3 ubiquitin ligase, which labels

them for rapid degradation by the proteasome.48

Under hypoxic conditions, the activity of HIF prolyl-

hydroxylase is inhibited because it utilizes oxygen as a

cosubstrate. At this time, HIF-1 can upregulate the

expression of several genes to promote survival under

low-oxygen conditions.49 The HIF-1 down-stream

genes include vascular endothelial growth factor

gene,50 COX-2 gene,51,52 erythropoietin gene,47 nitric

oxide synthase gene53 and matrix metalloproteinase

gene.27 The neuroprotective effect of HIF-1 and its

down-stream genes has been confirmed in a series of

studies.54–56

Moreover, hyperoxia preconditioning can suppress

the activity of p38 MAPK28,57,58 but induce the

expression of BDNF57 which was also shown to

induce the HIF-1 expression.59 In addition, the neu-

roprotective effects of MAPK inhibition alone60 and

BDNF61 alone have been reported.

Of note, two facets of HIF-1 (prodeath or prosurvi-

val) have been proposed62 in which mild increase in

HIF-1 is neuroprotective via inducing its down-stream

genes. A caveat is that not all consequences of

HIF activation are neuroprotective. For example, the

expressions of matrix metalloproteinase27, nitric oxide

synthase53 and COX-2 (not published) are increased

following HBO preconditioning before subsequent

insult, and all have been found to be detrimental

to hypoxic insult in the early stage.63–65 One of

the explanations for the neuroprotective effect of

increased expressions of these proteins might be due to

the exhaustion of detrimental response before insult.

However, more studies are required to confirm this

hypothesis.

Apoptosis and autophagy
Apoptosis, also known as programmed cell death, is a

normal component of the development and health of

multicellular organisms.66 Cells may die in response to

a variety of stimuli in two ways: necrosis and apoptosis

depending on the degree of stimulation. Apoptosis can

execute in mitochondria dependent and independent

pathways.67 The relationship between hyperoxia pre-

conditioning and mitochondria independent pathway

is rarely studied. Herein, we described the evidence on

the correlation between hyperoxia preconditioning

and mitochondria dependent pathway.

Liu et al. Neuroprotection of hypoxia preconditioning
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Mitochondria are the center of energy production

and also closely related to apoptosis. Recent data

suggest that many mechanisms underlying the pre-

conditioning converge on the mitochondria, positing

mitochondria as master regulators of precondition-

ing-triggered endogenous neuroprotection.68 Studies

revealed hyperoxia preconditioning could decrease

the apoptosis following cerebral insult, which was

characterized by the decrease in apoptotic cells

and reduction of caspase activities.30,31,57,69 Ostrowski

et al.57 speculated this effect might be attributed to the

increase in BDNF level and/or suppression of p38

MAPK. In addition, the mitochondrion derived ROS,

ATP-sensitive potassium channels, permeability transi-

tion pore, and uncoupling proteins are also involved in

the relationship between hyperoxia preconditioning

and apoptosis.68 The exact mechanisms are required to

be further investigated.

Autophagy is a complex cellular process that is

involved in the degradation of a cell’s own components

through the lysosomal machinery.70 It is a highly

regulated process and plays a role in cell growth,

development, and homeostasis, helping to maintain

a balance between the synthesis, degradation, and

subsequent recycling of cellular products.70 Studies

have confirmed that autophagy is implicated in a lot of

diseases, especially the neurodegenerative diseases in

which an improper clearance of proteins may either

result from a compromise of the autophagy-lysosomal

degradation pathway or induce alterations in this

pathway.71

In a study of Sheng et al.72, results revealed

ischemia preconditioning exerted a neuroprotective

effect via activating autophagy and this effect

could be mimicked by autophagy inducers. In the

same year, Wang et al.73 hypothesized that hypero-

xia preconditioning could exert neuroprotective

effect in an autophagy dependent manner, and this

hypothesis was confirmed in a recent study in which

the autophagy was enhanced in cerebral ischemia

rats receiving hyperoxia preconditioning.74 Follow-

ing cerebral ischemia, a larger number of necrotic

and apoptotic cells are produced. On the one hand,

the products of these necrotic cells can elicit local

inflammatory response, and on the other hand the

degenerative intracellular components are required

to be cleared and/or reused. Therefore, increased

autophagy following hypeorxia preconditioning is

helpful for the clearance and recycling of intracellu-

lar components. However, some studies reveal

opposite results in which autophagic activities are

increased in ischemic neurons, and strong neuro-

protection by can be achieved by post-ischemic

inhibition of autophagy.75 Thus, the exact role of

autophagy in the hyperoxia preconditioning should

be further studied.

Other mechanisms
The excitatory amino acid transporters (EAATs) are

also closely related to the hypoxic insult.76 EAATs

can re-uptake glutamate into cells and also release

glutamate into the extracellular space in a calcium-

independent manner. Recent findings show that

EAAT2 upregulation provides neuroprotection on

ischemic insult, and inflammatory mediators such as

tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) and nu-

clear factor-kappa B (NF-kappa B) potentially

increase the EAAT2-dependent uptake of extracel-

lular glutamate.77 Studies have demonstrated that

TNF-alpha and NF-kappa B are involved in the

neuroprotection of hyperoxia preconditioning, and

the increase in EAATs following hyperoxia precon-

ditioning is a critical event in the neuroprotection

against cerebral ischemia.78–81

Ribosomal protein S6 kinases (p70 S6 K) are a

group of proteins involved in the protein synthesis,

cell proliferation, cell cycle control, cell motility and

neuronal cell differentiation.82 Qin et al.32 found

hyperoxia preconditioning could activate p70 S6 K

and reduce brain swelling after intracerebral hemor-

rhage.

In addition, microarray was also performed to ex-

plore the temporal profile of genomic responses and

protein synthesis following hyperoxia preconditioning.83

Results showed the genes/proteins relevant to neuro-

trophin and the inflammatory-immune system may be

involved in HBO induced protection, but the specific

role of each protein in this study requires to be

determined in future studies.

Regimen for Hyperoxia Preconditioning
Currently, there is no consensus on the regimen for

hyperoxia preconditioning. Hyperoxia precondition-

ing can be carried out under either normobaric or

hyperbaric condition. When compared with HBO

preconditioning, normobaric hyperoxia precondi-

tioning dose not require specific and complicated

facilities and thus can be performed at home. In

addition, normabaric hyperoxia has the advantage in

safety due to absence of decompression. However, no

study has been conducted to compare the neuropro-

tection of normobaric hyperoxia preconditioning

with that of hyperbaric hyperoxia preconditioning.

Therefore, it is hard to confirm the superiority of one

strategy to the other, although the therapeutic

efficacy of hyperbaric hyperoxia is superior to that

of normobaric hyperoxia in neurological diseases.84

Usually, the hyperbaric hyperoxia preconditioning

is carried out at 2–3 ATA. The duration of each

exposure ranges from 60 to 90 minutes. In studies of

Grimm et al.9 and Bigdeli,41 the preconditioning with

95% oxygen was performed for as long as 24 hours.

This regimen is unacceptable due to the possibility of

Liu et al. Neuroprotection of hypoxia preconditioning
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pulmonary oxygen toxicity and impracticality. In

clinical practice, intermittent oxygen inhalation has

been introduced under hyperbaric hyperoxia condi-

tion even the total exposure time is only 90 minutes.

In addition, the sessions for preconditioning vary in

different studies and range from 1 to 6.9 Bigdeli

et al.10 investigated the neuroprotective effect of

prolonged and intermittent hyperoxia precondition-

ing. Their results showed that the neuroprotection of

intermittent exposure was superior to that of

prolonged exposure (24-hour exposure in this study

is unacceptable). Another concern is the time from

last hyperoxia exposure to subsequent insult. The

interval of 24 hours is the most commonly applied in

hyperoxia preconditioning. Hirata et al.83 investi-

gated the time window of hyperbaric hyperoxia

preconditioning against ischemic injury. Their results

showed the presence of neuroprotection at 6, 12 and

24 hours but not 72 hours after last preconditioning.

In addition, the organ-protective effect of hyper-

oxia in combination with steroids (dexamethasone)

was also investigated in cardiac ischemia–reperfusion

injury.85 Whether this strategy is effective, applicable

and/or feasible for neuroprotection should be further

studied.

Issues in the Hyperoxia Preconditioning
Although hypeorxia preconditioning has been con-

firmed as a promising strategy for the prevention of

some neurological diseases, there are some problems

should be resolved before it is widely applied in

clinical practice.
1. Almost all studies on hyperoxia preconditioning are

conducted in healthy animals or volunteers. In clinical
practice, this strategy is mainly applied in subjects with
high risk for neurological diseases. Therefore, the
applicability of above findings should be re-evaluated.
In a recent study, preconditioning with HBO was found
to exhibit cerebral protective effect in patients undergoing
on-pump coronary artery bypass graft surgery.86 Thus,
application of hyperoxia preconditioning before surgery
may be a direction in further clinical studies.

2. There is evidence that hyperoxia can mobilize
the stem/progenitor cells in a nitric oxide dependent
manner.87 Actually, there are neural stem cells in adult
brain (subventricular zone and dentate gyrus of the hip-
pocampus). Insults to the brain such as cerebral ischemia
can result in a physiological mobilization of endo-
genous neural stem cells.88 Whether hyperoxia precondi-
tioning has influence on the neural stem cells which then
contributes to neuroprotection is required to be further
elucidated.

3. What is the cost-effectiveness of hyperoxia precon-
ditioning? This is an important issue in the application of
almost all preventive strategies, and also a determinant of
application of hyperoxia preconditioning although the
oxygen acquisition is convenient and the cost for oxygen
is relatively cheap.

4. Another issue is the regimen for hyperoxia expo-
sure which has been addressed above. Before wide
application of hyperoxia preconditioning, the optimal

regimen for preconditioning is better to be confirmed.
Whether the regimen for preconditioning targeting
distinct neurological diseases is different is still un-
known. If so, the screening of optimal regimen will be
tough work.
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